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Optical heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr optical activity 共OHD-RIKOA兲 is a nonresonant
ultrafast chiroptical technique for measuring the terahertz-frequency Raman spectrum of chirally
active modes in liquids, solutions, and glasses of chiral molecules. OHD-RIKOA has the potential
to provide much more information on the structure of molecules and the symmetries of librational
and vibrational modes than the well-known nonchirally sensitive technique optical
heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr-effect spectroscopy 共OHD-RIKES兲. The theory of
OHD-RIKOA is presented and possible practical ways of performing the experiments are
analyzed. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1937390兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Low-frequency librational and vibrational modes in the
condensed phase with a frequency of about a terahertz are
important in understanding the fluctuations that drive and
stabilize reactions. Terahertz-frequency fluctuations in liquids control the rates of chemical reactions and similar motions in proteins control protein-folding rates and the rates of
enzymatic reactions. Such low-frequency modes have been
studied with various forms of infrared absorption, Raman
scattering, and other spectroscopies for decades. One especially sensitive technique is based on the ultrafast Kerr effect
and is often referred to as optical heterodyne-detected
Raman-induced Kerr-effect spectroscopy 共OHD-RIKES兲.1
OHD-RIKES has been applied to a great variety of
condensed-phase systems such as polar2–4 and nonpolar
liquids,5,6 liquid crystals,7,8 liquid mixtures,9 solutions,10 protein solutions,11–13 and other inhomogeneous media.14,15
Typical OHD-RIKES spectra cover the approximate range of
0.3 to ⬎500 cm−1 corresponding to time scales of about
50 fs to 100 ps. At very low frequencies 共⬍ ⬃ 10 cm−1兲, the
signal is mostly due to diffusive reorientational motions of
molecules or molecular side groups. At relatively high frequencies 共⬎ ⬃ 200 cm−1兲, intramolecular vibrational modes
and hydrogen-bond motions are observed. The intermediate
region is in some sense of most interest and represents underdamped or critically damped librational motions of individual molecules or groups of molecules 共collective motions兲.
Figure 1 shows a typical example of an OHD-RIKES
spectrum of benzonitrile emphasizing the intermediate frequency range. Such a spectrum is typically fitted with a number of analytical line shapes. Many groups have used combinations of Lorentzian, Ohmic, and Gaussian lineshapes1 to
fit such spectra, whereas others have used distributions of
harmonic oscillators as in Fig. 1.4,16 It is quite clear, howa兲
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ever, that, despite the impressive signal-to-noise ratio achievable in the OHD-RIKES experiments, such fits are somewhat
arbitrary as the results depend on the choice of fit functions.
Different spectroscopies have been applied in combination with OHD-RIKES in the hope to extract more information about the modes in the intermediate frequency region.
For example, OHD-RIKES and low-frequency spontaneous
Raman-scattering spectra have been compared with farinfrared-absorption spectra.4,6 OHD-RIKES experiments
have also been compared with inelastic neutron-scattering
spectra.13 It has been suggested4 that the infrared and Raman
spectra of liquids can be described by a single set of oscillators with different relative strengths in the two types of spectroscopy. However, this may not be applicable in nonpolar
liquids.6
In principle, off-resonant six- and eight-wave mixing
experiments17 can be used to access information that is unavailable from the OHD-RIKES type experiments. These
higher-order techniques have been applied to liquids18,19 but
the interpretation of the results is hampered by the presence
of contamination from cascaded lower-order processes.19,20
In a quite different approach, a solvated dye molecule is
resonantly excited and the subsequent solvent response

FIG. 1. Optical heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr-effect spectrum
共OHD-RIKES兲 of benzonitrile and analysis in terms of six Brownian oscillators 共see Ref. 4兲.
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probed through an off-resonant Kerr process.21 Such experiments provide novel information on the coupling between
solutes and the surrounding bath but do not necessarily provide any more information on the nature and distribution of
the intermediate frequency solvent modes.
It has been shown22 to be possible to modify the OHDRIKES technique by spatially masking the probe beam, allowing the direct measurement of individual tensor components. Using this technique, one can separately measure the
anisotropic and isotropic invariants of the molecular polarizability tensor. Unfortunately, for the intermediate frequency
collective modes in liquids, the anisotropic invariant is significantly larger than the isotropic invariant8,22 and the isotropic spectrum is very similar in shape to the anisotropic
spectrum. Significant differences between the isotropic and
anisotropic spectra can only be seen at high frequencies in
hydrogen-bonding liquids and proteins.12,22
Thus, the problem remains that there is no reliable
method to separate the various modes supposedly present in
the intermediate frequency Raman spectrum of liquids and
proteins. A similar problem exists for Raman scattering off
high-frequency modes in some cases. For example, Raman
scattering has been used to study the amide bands of proteins
but congestion and broadening make it difficult to extract
structural information. In 1969, it was predicted that the
light-scattered off chiral molecules contain a small degree of
circular polarization.23 Further improvement of this idea led
to the development of Raman optical activity 共ROA兲,24
which is now a mature technique used in commercial
instruments.25–27 ROA and the related infrared-absorption
technique of vibrational circular dichroism28 共VCD兲 produce
spectra with bands for those modes that change with the
chirality of the molecule. ROA and VCD both require the
sample to be optically active 共rather than a racemic mixture兲.
The strength and sign of the spectral bands are directly related to the structure and handedness of the molecule and can
be used in conjunction with ab initio computations to determine the absolute three-dimensional configuration of molecules.
It is well known that spontaneous Raman scattering and
OHD-RIKES are related and contain essentially the same
information.29 Both spontaneous Raman scattering and
OHD-RIKES are four-wave mixing processes where the
former involves vacuum fluctuations and the latter externally
supplied pump- and probe-laser beams. Therefore, it is clear
that an optical-activity version of OHD-RIKES ought to exist. Coherent versions of ROA such as coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering 共CARS兲 共Ref. 30兲 and other chiral fourwave mixing phenomena31,32 have been considered before
but not any nonlinear process related to OHD-RIKES. The
content of the ROA spectrum depends on the scattering
angle33 and the optimum result is obtained in a backscattering geometry. However, OHD-RIKES is an ultrafast experiment relying on femtosecond time resolution and could
therefore not easily be performed at any other angle between
pump and probe beams than about zero degrees. We have
derived a theory for a ROA analog of OHD-RIKES, named
optical heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr optical activity 共OHD-RIKOA兲 and will show that an optical-activity

signal can be obtained in the forward direction under the
right polarization conditions. At the end of this paper, we
will show how an OHD-RIKOA signal could be measured in
practice and how the much stronger 共on the order of a factor
of 1000 or more兲 OHD-RIKES signal can be suppressed.

II. THEORY

The experiment described here is a variation of optical
heterodyne-detected Raman-induced Kerr-effect spectroscopy 共OHD-RIKES兲 in which two beams of ultrashort laser
pulses interact with an isotropic 共typically liquid兲 and nonabsorbing 共at the laser wavelength兲 sample. The pump beam
propagating along the wave vector kpump excites the sample
perturbing the refractive index. The probe beam with wave
vector kprobe is used to measure the decay of the refractiveindex perturbation as a function of the delay between the
pump- and probe-laser pulses. As in OHD-RIKES, the signal
is proportional to the third-order susceptibility. However, unlike normal OHD-RIKES, here we will consider a more general interaction with not only the electric-dipole moment but
also the magnetic-dipole moment and the electric-quadrupole
moment. The interaction Hamiltonian is given by27,29,32
1
H = − iEi共r,t兲 − miBi共r,t兲 − Qijⵜ jEi共r,t兲,
3

共1兲

where m is the magnetic-dipole-moment vector and Q̂ the
quadrupole tensor.27 Subscripts will be used throughout to
identify tensor elements and Einstein summation convention
is implied. The magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interaction terms can be estimated34 to be about three orders of
magnitude smaller than the electric-dipole-moment interaction term. Therefore, in a chiroptical four-wave mixing experiment such as OHD-RIKOA only one interaction with
either the magnetic-dipole or the electric-quadrupole moment has to be taken into consideration, the other three interactions being through the electric-dipole moment. Processes involving more than one interaction with the
magnetic-dipole or the electric-quadrupole moment will be
too small to be relevant.
For real wave functions, the electric-dipole-moment matrix element is real, i.e.,

eg ⬅ 具e兩兩g典 = ge ,

共2兲

whereas the magnetic-dipole-moment matrix element is
purely imaginary:32
meg = − mge = iM,

共3兲

where M is real. The quadrupole tensor is real 共Qeg = Qge兲,
symmetric, and traceless, i.e.,27
Qij = Q ji, Qii = Qxx + Qyy + Qzz = 0.

共4兲

In the derivation below, use will be made of the slowly
varying envelope approximation35 and the electric and magnetic fields will be written as
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1
E共r,t兲 = E0 f共t兲e exp共− i0t + ik · r兲 + c.c.,
2
共5兲
1
B共r,t兲 = B0 f共t兲b exp共− i0t + ik · r兲 + c.c.,
2
where E0 and B0 are the field amplitudes and f共t兲 is the pulse
envelope. It will be assumed that all the laser fields involved
are plane waves and the field vectors are related by b ⬅ 
⫻ e where e, b, and  ⬅ k / 兩k兩 are all unit-length vectors. For
plane waves, one also has the simple relationship B0 = E0 / c.
Circularly polarized fields can be written in complex
notation.32,36 If e共1兲 and e共2兲 are two real and orthogonal vectors that are both orthogonal to , then left and right circularly polarized electric-field waves have polarization vectors
e共L兲 = 1 / 冑2共e共1兲 + ie共2兲兲 and e共R兲 = 1 / 冑2共e共1兲 − ie共2兲兲. The corresponding magnetic-field vectors are b共L兲 = −ie共L兲 and b共R兲
= ie共R兲.
For later use, it is helpful to write the interaction Hamiltonian in the following form:

冋

1
HI = − f共t兲exp共− i0t + ik · r兲 ieiE0 + mibiB0
2

册

冋

册

1
⬅ − f共t兲exp共− i0t + ik · r兲共o共1/2/3兲 + o共1/2/3兲*兲.
2

Srefrac = Im

冕冉

dt E ·

P
M
+  0H ·
t
t

冊

共7兲

and the real part for an in-phase probe field. In the slowlyvarying envelope approximation, the derivative in the above
equation can be replaced by a multiplication with i0. The
above expression is only valid in the small signal limit.

A. Third-order o-ization in its most general
form

1
1
+ i Qijk jeiE0 − f共t兲exp共+ i0t − ik · r兲
3
2
1
⫻ ie*i E0 + mib*i B0 − i Qijk je*i E0
3

FIG. 2. The two most relevant Feynman paths for Raman-induced Kerr
optical activity 共RIKOA兲 and Raman-induced Kerr-effect spectroscopy
共RIKES兲. In RIKES, all four field interactions are through the electricdipole-moment operator. In RIKOA, one interaction is instead through the
magnetic-dipole- or electric-quadrupole-moment operator. The first two interactions are assumed to be with the pump-laser field and the final two with
the probe-laser field.

共6兲

Here o共1/2/3兲 is the operator associated with the first, second,
and third interactions with the field, which has matrix elements o共1/2/3兲nm. In the RIKOA four-wave mixing process,
there is one interaction with the magnetic-dipole or the
electric-quadrupole moment and three interactions with the
electric-dipole moment. By using this form of the Hamiltonian, the choice of which operator to use with which field
can be deferred to the last moment. As the magnetic-dipole
or electric-quadrupole moment coupling can also be the
fourth interaction, both the third-order polarization and the
third-order magnetization have to be calculated. In order to
keep the expressions simple, the expectation value of the
operator ô will be calculated 共where ô is either the electricdipole, the magnetic-dipole, or the electric-quadrupole moment operator兲 resulting in a value for the third-order
“o-ization” O共t兲.
In the OHD-RIKOA experiment as in a standard OHDRIKES experiment, the field generated in third order is detected by heterodyning it with the external probe field. With
the use of wave plates in the probe beam, one can heterodyne
with in-phase or out-of-phase fields resulting in the detection
of dichroic or refractive effects, respectively. The electromagnetic energy absorbed for an out-of-phase probe field is37

The derivation of the RIKOA signal will be largely along
the lines of previous theoretical treatments of
OHD-RIKES.38 The diagram in Fig. 2 shows the two principal Feynman interaction paths for RIKOA and these differ
little from those describing RIKES. The pump laser interacts
with the molecules in a second-order Raman interaction to
produce a superposition state of two vibrational or librational
states in the ground electronic state. The probe laser subsequently scatters off this superposition state in another Raman
interaction to produce an o-ization 共polarization or magnetization兲. It will be assumed that the laser is not resonant with
any of the intermediate electronically excited states. Under
that assumption, it is reasonable to ignore non
rotating-wave35 terms 共those that have the first two or the last
two interactions in Fig. 2 reversed兲. It is then also reasonable
to ignore those terms where the pump and probe fields act
out of order, since these will just lead to an instantaneous
response. In OHD-RIKES experiments, this instantaneous
response is referred to as the electronic response and is essentially ignored in the data analysis.
The double Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2 are not labeled
with specific operators yet as the assignment of operators to
interactions will be deferred as described earlier. From the
form of the spatial part of the interaction operator in Eq. 共6兲
and the diagrams in Fig. 2 it can be seen, however, that phase
matching occurs when the wave vector of the o-ization coincides with the wave vector of the probe laser.
It is then straightforward to write down the third-order
o-ization from the double Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2. As
the fields are not resonant with the intermediate electronic
states, it is possible to make the approximation
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冕

t2

⌬→⬁ −⬁

dt1E共t1兲e±i⌬共t2−t1兲 =

E共t2兲
,
⫿i⌬

共8兲

where ⌬ ⬅ ⍀ − 0 is the difference between the Bohr frequency ⍀ of the intermediate state and the laser carrier frequency. The third-order o-ization can then be written as
O共3兲 =

N −i t +ikprobe·r
e 0e
8
⫻

冕

⬁

d共f pump共t − 兲兲2 f probe共t兲

0

⫻

冤

1
共ប⌬兲2

i
+ 具U共− 兲ôgeo共3兲egU共兲o共2兲*geo共1兲eg典Q
ប
i
− 具o共1兲*geo共2兲egU共− 兲ôgeo共3兲egU共兲典Q
ប

冥

G共兲 ⬅
,

共9兲

共10兲

g

is a quantum-mechanical thermal average over the
vibrational/librational state. The quantum correlation function in Eq. 共9兲 is over vibrational operators, so the ordering is
important. Strictly speaking, Eq. 共9兲 is incorrect: It should
include a sum over all possible intermediate electronically
excited states. In the end, however, it will be found that this
sum can be reintroduced without loss of generality.

B. Electric-dipole interaction: Birefringence

For purposes of comparison, the OHD-RIKES signal
will be calculated first. In OHD-RIKES, all four interactions
are with the electric-dipole-moment operator and the signal
in Eq. 共9兲 is the third-order polarization. Using Eq. 共7兲 in the
slowly varying amplitude approximation, it is found that the
signal can be written as
N0 0,pump 2 0,probe 2
兲 共E
兲 Re
共E
S=
16
i
⫻TRIKES 具关q共兲,q兴−典Q ,
ប

冕

⬁

dG共兲

0

共11兲

where
TRIKES = 具␣ij␣kl典eie*j eke*l

共12兲

and the angular brackets stand for an orientational average.
In this expression,
d
␣ij =
i j = ␣ ji
ប⌬dq

冕

⬁

dt共f pump共t − 兲兲2共f probe共t兲兲2 ,

共14兲

−⬁

where N is the number density. In the above expression,
U共t兲 is the time-evolution operator of the vibrational/
librational Hamiltonian29 and
具¯典Q = 兺 gg具g兩 ¯ 兩g典

deviates somewhat from the standard definition that can be
found elsewhere.27 At this point one could reintroduce a sum
over all the possible intermediate electronically excited
states. In Eq. 共11兲, the indices i and j refer to the pump-laser
field, and k and l to the probe-laser field. In order to arrive at
the compact form of Eq. 共11兲, the indices i and j had to be
exchanged, which is only possible when the laser is far off
resonance and the equality on the right-hand side of Eq. 共13兲
holds. The envelopes of the pump- and probe-laser pulses
appear in

共13兲

is the first derivative with respect to the vibrational coordinate of the polarizability tensor. Because the double Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2 do not include the counterrotatingwave paths, this definition of the polarizability tensor

which is the laser-pulse cross-correlation function.
In deriving the expression for the OHD-RIKES signal in
Eq. 共11兲 from Eq. 共9兲, it has been assumed that the orientation of the molecules is fixed. This allows one to separate the
orientational dependence of the signal from the vibrational/
librational dynamics. This is done by Taylor expanding the
polarizability operator ␣ˆ in terms of the vibrational/
librational position operator q as ␣ˆ ij = ␣oij + ␣ijq + ¯. This allows separation into an orientation-dependent tensorial part
and a part describing the vibrational/librational dynamics.
The latter contains the anticommutator of the vibrational/
librational position operator. It has been shown29,38 that in a
quantum Brownian-oscillator model it can be written as
1 −␥/2
i
具关q共兲,q兴−典Q =
e
sin共⍀兲,
ប
m⍀

共15兲

where ⍀ = 冑2 − ␥2 / 4, and m and  are the mass and frequency of the Brownian oscillator. Of course, this crude
model can be expanded by summing over a distribution of
Brownian-oscillator modes with different masses and frequencies.

C. Magnetic-dipole and quadrupole interactions

First the RIKOA signal caused by interaction through a
magnetic-dipole moment will be considered. In lowest order,
there will be one interaction with the magnetic-dipolemoment operator while the remaining three interactions are
with the electric-dipole-moment operator. The refractive signal is given by Eq. 共7兲 and we will set 0H ⬵ B as the magnetization will be small. Using the expression for the
o-ization Eq. 共9兲, it can be seen that there are four terms:
Three polarization terms with a magnetic-dipole interaction
in the first, second, or third field interaction and a magnetization 共see Fig. 2兲. It then follows that
S=−

N0 共E0,pump兲2共E0,probe兲2
Re
16
c

i
⫻TRIKOA1 具关q共兲,q兴−典Q ,
ប

冕

⬁

dG共兲

0

共16兲

where
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TRIKOA1 = i

冉

+ 具␣kl␥ij典eib*j eke*l − 具␣kl␥ ji典bie*j eke*l
+

具␥kl␣ij典eie*j ekb*l

−

具␥lk␣ij典eie*j bke*l

冊

and

␥ij =

d
i M j
ប⌬dq

共18兲

is the first derivative with respect to the vibrational coordinate of the electric-dipole–magnetic-dipole optical activity
tensor26 often denoted by the symbol G⬘. As before, in Eq.
共16兲 the indices i and j refer to the pump-laser field, and k
and l to the probe-laser field, it has been assumed that the
laser is far off resonance, and that the orientation of the
molecules is fixed.
The derivation of an expression for the RIKOA signal
involving one interaction through the electric-quadrupole
tensor follows along the same lines as that involving the
magnetic-dipole moment. There are again four terms: three
polarization terms in which the electric-quadrupole interaction comes in first, second, or third place, and one polarization term involving the expectation value of the electric
quadrupole. The resulting expression for the signal is the
same as Eq. 共16兲 but with the tensorial part replaced by

T

RIKOA2

冤

pump
+ 具␣klijm典eie*j eke*l m

冥

*
* pump
1 − 具␣kl jim典eie j ekel m
=i
probe ,
3 + 具klm␣ij典eie*j eke*l m
probe
− 具lkm␣ij典eie*j eke*l m

共19兲

where

ijk ⬅ 0

d
iQ jk
ប⌬dq

共20兲

is the first derivative with respect to the vibrational coordinate of the electric-dipole–electric-quadrupole tensor26 often
denoted by the symbol A. It can be seen that if both pump
and probe lasers propagate in the same direction, TRIKOA2 has
a form very similar to that of TRIKOA1.

D. Tensors and tensor averages

The equations for the OHD-RIKES Eq. 共11兲 and OHDRIKOA Eq. 共16兲 signal strengths involve orientational averages of tensor quantities 关Eqs. 共12兲, 共17兲, and 共19兲兴. The
types of samples of interest for study with RIKES and
RIKOA are isotropic 共liquids, solutions, or glasses兲 and
therefore the tensor quantities need to be averaged over an
isotropic distribution. Simple methods exist to perform such
averages39 and the elements of the averaged tensor can then
be found if the fields are defined. It is useful to define tensor
invariants.27
1
␣共iso兲 ⬅ ␣ij␦ij ,
3

1
␥共iso兲 ⬅ ␥ij␦ij .
3

共17兲

共21兲

共22兲

The latter two are the isotropic invariants of the polarizability tensor and the electric-dipole–magnetic-dipole opticalactivity tensor. It can easily be checked that the equivalent
isotropic invariant of the electric-dipole–electric-quadrupole
tensor 共ijkijk where ijk is the Levi–Civita tensor兲 vanishes
on account of the symmetry of the quadrupole tensor 关Eq.
共4兲兴. Furthermore,
1
␤共␣兲 ⬅ 共3␣ij␣ij − ␣ii␣ jj兲,
2

共23兲

1
␤共␥兲 ⬅ 共3␣ij␥ij − ␣ii␥ jj兲,
2

共24兲

1
␤共兲 ⬅ ␣ijiklklj
2

共25兲

and

are the symmetric anisotropic invariants.
In order to compare RIKES with RIKOA, it will now be
assumed that both the pump and probe beams propagate in
the positive z direction. The electric-field polarization will be
indicated by X or Y for linearly polarized light, and
R = 2−1/2共X − iY兲 and L = 2−1/2共X + iY兲 for right and left circularly polarized light. The tensorial terms 关Eqs. 共12兲, 共17兲, and
共19兲兴 depend on the polarization of the two pump fields and
the two probe fields. The various terms will be denoted as
TIJKL where I and J refer to the pump-field polarization, K to
the probe field polarization, and L to the detected polarization.
For OHD-RIKES the well-known result
RIKES
共iso兲 2
= TRIKES
兲 +
TXXXX
YYYY = 共␣

共iso兲 2
兲 −
TRIKES
XXYY = 共␣

RIKES
− TRIKES
TXXXX
XXYY =

4
␤共␣兲,
45

2
␤共␣兲,
45

共26兲

6
␤共␣兲
45

is found after orientational averaging. Standard OHD-RIKES
RIKES
− TRIKES
experiments measure1,22,38 TXXXX
XXYY and therefore the
signal only depends on the anisotropic invariant of the polarizability tensor. Experimentally, one effectively measures the
difference in the refractive index for a probe field parallel to
RIKES
兲 and one perpendicular to the pump
the pump field 共TXXXX
RIKES
field 共TXXYY 兲. A variation on OHD-RIKES called spatially
masked optical Kerr effect 共SMOKE兲 directly measures
RIKES
and TRIKES
TXXXX
XXYY in order to determine the isotropic and
anisotropic invariants separately.22 It is also found that
RIKES
RIKES
RIKES
RIKES
RIKES
RIKES
TLLLL
= TRRRR
= TRRLL
= TLLRR
= TXXRR
= TXXLL
RIKES
RIKES
= TLLXX
= TRRXX
= 共␣共iso兲兲2 +

1
␤共␣兲,
45

共27兲

which means that if only electric-dipole-moment transitions
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are considered, there is 共unsurprisingly兲 no optical activity as
there is no difference in the refractive index for left and right
circularly polarized light.
Similarly, the orientational averages of the magneticdipole OHD-RIKOA signal can be performed for pump and
probe beams traveling in the positive z direction. For convenience, we will define
N ⬅ 2␣iso␥iso +

2
␤共␥兲.
45

共28兲

y-polarized light as 共0 , 1兲T The optical interaction of the
probe field with the 共pump-pulse perturbed兲 sample can then
be written in matrix form as

where p is the electric-field vector of the probe-laser pulse,
and s the detected polarization. In this notation, the OHDRIKES signal due to an x-polarized pump 关Eq. 共26兲兴 can be
summarized as

The important terms in OHD-RIKES vanish in OHDRIKOA, i.e.,
RIKOA1
= TRIKOA1
= 0.
TXXXX
XXYY

共29兲

It would seem logical that only those terms involving circularly polarized light have a value in RIKOA. For example, if
the pump laser is right circularly polarized, it is found for the
various signal components:
RIKOA1
= TRIKOA1
= N,
TRRXX
RRYY
RIKOA1
RIKOA1
TRRYX
= − TRRXY
= iN,

RIKOA1
RIKOA1
= − TXXXY
= iN
TXXYX

共31兲

and an identical result for a y-polarized pump-laser field.
It is not immediately obvious what these results mean
for a practical OHD-RIKOA experiment. In fact, it is not
even immediately obvious that the above expressions represent an optical-activity signal. It can be calculated, however,
that, for example,
RIKOA1
RIKOA2
− TRRLL
= 2N.
TRRRR

共32兲

One obtains the exact same result for a left circularly polarized pump field and for an x- or y-polarized pump field. This
shows the optical-activity effect: Independent of the pumpfield polarization, a difference in refractive index is induced
in the sample between that for a left or right circularly polarized probe field.
The orientational averages of the electric-quadrupole
OHD-RIKOA signal for pump and probe beams traveling in
the positive z direction give a similar result to that involving
the magnetic-dipole moment. The various signal components
have the same structure as those listed in Eq. 共30兲 except N is
replaced by M, defined by
M⬅

2
␤共兲.
45

T̂ =

共33兲

冉 冊
A 0

0 B

A = 共␣共iso兲兲2 +

The signal components as listed above do not give a
great deal of insight into the actual optical process taking
place. It is useful to rewrite these results in matrix form by
defining x-polarized light as the vector 共1 , 0兲T and

4
␤共␣兲,
45

B = 共␣共iso兲兲2 −

2
␤共␣兲.
45

共36兲

Since the signal as calculated here corresponds to a
refractive-index change, the signal matrix can be related to
the Jones matrix36 Ĵ by
共37兲

T̂ = i共Ĵ − 1̂兲,

where 1̂ is the unit matrix. The reason for the unit matrix
appearing is that in the derivation above, only the third-order
polarization and magnetization have been considered and not
the first-order contribution. Using the above expression, one
can determine the Jones matrix for the OHD-RIKES signal
induced by an x-polarized pump field as
ĴRIKES =

冉

1 − iA

0

0

1 − iB

冊

共38兲

.

This is the Jones matrix of a retardation plate36 aligned with
the x axis. Due to our use of Eq. 共7兲, this result is only valid
in the small-signal limit or, equivalently, in the limit of vanishingly small retardation. It is, of course, a well-known result and shows, for example, that x-polarized light on propagating through the pumped sample will acquire a phase shift
exp共−iA兲 ⬵ 1 − iA.
The signal components for OHD-RIKOA involving the
magnetic-dipole moment can be treated in the same way. The
corresponding Jones matrices for a sample pumped by a right
circularly, left circularly, or linearly polarized pump field are
ĴRIKOA1,R-pump =

ĴRIKOA1,L-pump =

冉
冉

1 − iN

N

−N

1 − iN

1 + iN

N

−N

1 + iN

and
ĴRIKOA1,X

E. Practical description with Jones matrices

共35兲

,

where

共30兲

and the exact same result is obtained when the pump-laser
beam is left circularly polarized. For an x-polarized pumplaser field, one has besides Eq. 共29兲 also

共34兲

s = T̂ · p,

or Y-pump

=

冉

1

N

−N 1

冊

.

冊
冊

,

共39兲

,

共40兲

共41兲

The Jones matrices for OHD-RIKOA involving the electricquadrupole moment are very similar but with N replaced by
M. It is straightforward to check that the OHD-RIKOA Jones
matrices are invariant under rotation in the x-y plane. Using
the Jones matrices, it is now easy to see what types of signals
will be generated. For example,
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ĴRIKOA1,R-pumpX = X − iN冑2R,
ĴRIKOA1,R-pumpY = Y + N冑2R,

共42兲

+

that is, when the sample is pumped by a right circularly
polarized pump, a linearly polarized probe will acquire a
small R-polarized component and similarly for an
L-polarized pump. The OHD-RIKOA Jones matrix for a linearly polarized pump field 关Eq. 共41兲兴 is a counterclockwise
rotation 共for N ⬎ 0 and right-handed axes兲. Another way of
looking at this is
ĴRIKOA1,X

or Y-pump

L = L共1 + iN兲,
共43兲

Ĵ

RIKOA1,X or Y-pump

R = R共1 − iN兲,

that is, the pump pulse induces a retardation between right
and left circularly polarized probe light. The sign and magnitude of the retardation is the same for all types of pumpfield polarization. The Jones matrices for OHD-RIKOA involving the quadrupole moment are slightly different but
they still produce the same retardation difference for all
pump-field polarizations. The total circular retardation is
then of magnitude 2N + 2M.
How would one measure this retardation difference? One
method would be to use a probe-laser field polarized under
45°, followed by the sample, and measurement of the difference between X and Y polarized light intensities. This is
similar to a balanced-detection scheme used previously in
OHD-RIKES.3,11,13,15 In Jones-matrix notation:
j = ĴRIKOA,R/L/X/Y-pump ·

冉冊

1 1
冑2 1 .

共44兲

The balanced signal is then
jX2 − j2Y = 2N + 2M ,

SRIKOA = −

共45兲

which is linear in the circular retardation and independent of
pump polarization. Thus, even though the Jones matrices for
the different pump polarizations in Eqs. 共39兲–共41兲 are
slightly different, the balanced signal in Eq. 共45兲 is the same
for all.

III. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

Taking into account one interaction with either a
magnetic-dipole moment or electric-quadrupole moment in
the standard OHD-RIKES technique leads to a new type of
signal referred to as OHD-RIKOA. In OHD-RIKES, a linearly polarized pump pulse perturbs an isotropic sample and
causes a different refractive index for light polarized parallel
and perpendicular to the pump polarization. In OHDRIKOA, a pump pulse of any polarization causes a difference in the refractive index for right versus left circularly
polarized light. By choosing the appropriate polarization
conditions in the experiment, this circular retardation can be
measured directly in a balanced-detection setup. The full expression for the OHD-RIKOA signal is

冋

兲2共Eprobe
兲2
4
N0 共Epump
0
0
4␣iso␥iso + ␤共␥兲
16
45
c

册 冕

4
␤共兲 Re
45

⬁

0

i
dG共兲 具关q共兲,q兴−典Q ,
ប

共46兲

which is very similar but not quite identical to the expression
for depolarized Raman optical activity 共ROA兲 scattering in
the forward direction. However, because of Eq. 共3兲, our definition of the electric-dipole–magnetic-dipole optical-activity
tensor ␥ is of opposite sign to the standard definition of
G⬘.26,27 Therefore, the OHD-RIKOA signal does, in fact,
contain the exact same information as depolarized ROA.
This conclusion is similar to the earlier discovery38 that the
OHD-RIKES signal contains the same information as depolarized Raman scattering. The vibrational/librational response function for OHD-RIKES and OHD-RIKOA Eq. 共15兲
differs from that of spontaneous Raman scattering 共and
ROA兲 resulting in the suppression of the Rayleigh peak in
the time-resolved experiments. It is for this reason that OHDRIKES and OHD-RIKOA are especially sensitive in the lowfrequency region as compared to their normal Ramanscattering analogs. We have therefore shown that it should be
possible to measure the low-frequency ROA spectrum using
the chiroptical analog of OHD-RIKES.
That leaves one topic untouched: The magnitude and
sign of the tensor invariants appearing in Eq. 共46兲. It is well
known that these tensor invariants can only have a value in
chiral molecules. Therefore, it is clear that the first OHDRIKOA experiments should be performed in pure liquids of
chiral molecules. The technique would also have promising
applications to the study of intermediate-frequency modes in
peptides and proteins11–13 where it may be able to clearly
distinguish backbone torsional modes from hydrogen-bond
stretching modes. It is impossible to predict at this point
whether the various intermediate-frequency modes that are
typically identified in a fit to an OHD-RIKES spectrum will
have very different or similar tensor invariants. From previous SMOKE measurements8,22 it is known that the isotropic
invariant of the 共electric-dipole兲 polarizability tensor is very
small compared to the anisotropic invariant for the intermediate frequency modes in liquids. This suggests that the
OHD-RIKOA signal will mostly depend on the magnitude
and sign of ␤共␥兲 and ␤共兲. In an idealized molecular model
of axially symmetric bonds,27 ␣iso␥iso = 0 and ␤共␥兲 = −␤共兲,
and the OHD-RIKOA signal would vanish in the forward
direction 共as would the ROA scattering amplitude兲. However,
this model is certain to be too simplistic in most cases and
there is sufficient evidence for the appearance of ROA bands
of low-frequency modes in the forward direction in small
chiral molecules.26
In setting up an OHD-RIKOA experiment, it will be very
important to suppress any OHD-RIKES signals, which could
be three orders of magnitude larger. In the scheme proposed
here 关linearly polarized probe pulse, see Eq. 共44兲兴, OHDRIKES signals could be suppressed by either using a circularly polarized pump pulse or a linearly polarized pump
pulse with the polarization either parallel or perpendicular to
that of the probe pulse. The relative polarizations of the
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pump and the probe pulses will have to be controlled with an
accuracy better than 1:1000. Therefore, parallel or perpendicular polarization would appear to be experimentally advantageous as one could use a single good quality polarizer
共or polarizing beamsplitter兲 to set the polarization of pump
and probe fields at the same time. Samples with significant
linear optical rotatory dispersion or dichroism would rotate
the polarization of pump and probe fields equally and therefore it should be straightforward to cancel such effects by
rotating either the input or the output polarizations in order
to maintain balanced detection. If the pump and probe lasers
approach an intermediate 共electronic兲 resonance, this would
enhance the strength of both RIKES and RIKOA signals.
Resonance should be avoided, however, as dichroic signals
共due to resonant pump-probe effects兲 would be mistaken for
RIKOA signals. Signals due to SMOKE 共Ref. 22兲 or multiphoton absorption should be canceled out in the balanceddetection scheme described here.
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